Tunable optical and excitonic properties of phosphorene via oxidation.
The optical properties and excitonic wave function of phosphorene oxides (PO) are studied using the first principle many-body Green function and the Bethe-Salpeter equation formalism. In this work, the optical properties are determined using ab initio calculations of the dielectric function. At the long wavelength limit q [Formula: see text] of EM wave (i.e. [Formula: see text]), the dielectric function, the absorption spectrum, the lectivity, the electron energy loss spectra (EELS) and the wave function are calculated. The results show an excitonic binding energy of 818 meV with a bright exciton located in the armchair direction in pristine phosphorene. For PO, the arrangement of the oxygen atoms significantly influences the optical properties. In particular, the absorption spectrum is extended along the solar spectrum, with a high absorption coefficient observed in the dangling structures. The maximum lectivity values are observed for the high energies of the light spectrum. Moreover, the first EELS peak is located in the visible region in all the structures except for one configuration that exhibits the same behavior as pure phosphorene. Finally, the exciton effect reveals that all PO conformers have a dark exciton state, which is suitable for long-lived applications.